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RETURN DETECTOR(S) TO
Radonova, Inc.
900 Oakmont Lane Suite 207, Westmont IL 60559

QUESTIONS REGARDING THE MEASUREMENT
Email: help@radonova.com

Telephone: 331.814.2200

DISCLAIMER –Radonova, Inc. makes no warranty of any kind, express or implied, as regard to the use, operaion or analysis of any Radonova, Inc. monitor. Radonova, Inc. specifically disclaims implied warranies of
merchantability and fitness for a paricular purpose. Radonova, Inc. is not responsible for any damage, including consequenial damages, to persons or property resuling from the use of the monitor or the resuling data.
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LOGIN CREDENTIALS
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Rapidos® | Short-Term Radon Test for Dwellings

INSTRUCTION FOR SHORT-TERM RADON MEASUREMENT
1  Read these instrucions in their enirety. The detector(s) should be placed accordingly, with the measurement period being at least 10 days, not

exceeding 90 days. The measurement begins when the radon-proof plasic bag is opened. Immediately place device.

2  
Go to www.radonline.com and use your commission number and password above to log in. Alternaively, scanning the QR code provided above
with any smart device will take you to the commission and log in automaically. iOS users (11+) can scan the code with their camera. Android
devices will need an app, QR Scanner or similar. Fill in measurement informaion, including specific detector locaion, detector number, and start
date and ime. The detector(s) should remain deployed in the same locaion unil they are ready to be returned.

3  Upon compleion of test, log in to My Pages and provide the measurement end date and ime. Confirm your locaion informaion and Save.
Package up your detector(s) and return immediately to the laboratory address below. Retain this document for your records.

4  Upon receipt your detectors will be analyzed. Measurement Reports are typically available within 5-10 business days. The report can be emailed
to the email address provided, and may be retrievable from the website as well.

RECOMMENDED DETECTOR PLACEMENT
At least 20" above the floor
At least 3' from windows or exterior doors
At least 4" from objects or outside walls
Do not place on any mantels or other natural stone

Please note! Some states or organizaions may have differing recommendaions.
If you have a quesion regarding placement, contact your state radon agency.

The EPA recommends the test kit be placed in the lowest, lived-in level of
the home (i.e. a frequently used basement)
It should be put in a room that is regularly used such as a living room,
den, or bedroom, but not in a kitchen or bathroom

DEPLOYMENT PROTOCOL
Short-term measurements lasing between 10 and 90 days should be made under closed-building condiions. Windows on all levels and external doors
should be kept closed (except during normal entry and exit) during the measurement period. In addiion, external-internal air exchange systems (other
than a furnace) such as high-volume, whole-house and window fans should not be operaing. However, aic fans intended to control aic and not
whole building temperature or humidity should coninue to operate. Combusion or make-up air supplies must not be closed.




